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ABSTRACT
Stroke is the main etiology of long-term disability. Data mining techniques were introduced globally for performing the accurate stroke occurrence prediction depending on the risk factors associated with patient data. Patient data comprises the number of features where the irrelevant gets discarded to improve the prediction accuracy performance. Different feature selection and classification techniques were carried out to improve the stroke disease prediction performance. But, the existing techniques failed to improve the prediction accuracy and reduce the time consumption during stroke disease prediction. In order to address these problems, Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification (MSFSSDNC) Method is introduced. The key aim of MSFSSDNC Method is to perform an efficient stroke disease prediction with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption. MSFSSDNC Method comprises four layers, namely one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. MSFSSDNC Method collects the input patient data in the layer. MSFSSDNC Method performed Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection in hidden layer 1. Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection is carried out to find the relevant features (i.e., important risk factors) that influence the stroke disease with lesser time complexity. Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection reduces the overfitting problems and increases the classification ability of MSFSSDNC Method to attain enhanced stroke disease prediction results. After that the selected features are sent to the hidden layer 2. In that layer, MSFSSDNC Method employed the softsign activation function for classifying the patient data for performing the stroke disease diagnosis. Finally, the obtained results are transmitted to the output layer. This in turn helps to improve the stroke disease diagnosis performance. An experimental evaluation of MSFSSDNC Method is carried out using Stroke Prediction Dataset on factors such as prediction accuracy, prediction time, and false positive rate with respect to number of patient data. The experimental results depicts that the proposed MSFSSDNC Method increases the accuracy and minimizes the time of stroke disease prediction when compared to state-of-the-art works.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stroke disease is considered as the second leading cause of death. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the estimated death from cardiovascular diseases gets increased to 17.7 million people in 2017 and about 6.7 million died due to the stroke disease. A detection and prevention of stroke is an important one to avoid adverse consequences. Many techniques were introduced for performing the
stroke disease prediction. Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology was introduced in [1] to identify the symptoms related with stroke disease and preventive measures from social media content. A new architecture was constructed for grouping the tweets depending on content through spectral clustering in iterative manner. But, the prediction accuracy was not improved by DRFS methodology.

A new rough-set based technique was designed in [2] for ranking the significance of different electronic healthcare records of patient in detecting the stroke disease. The designed technique was employed on any dataset with binary feature sets. However, the time consumption was not reduced by designed technique. An integrated machine learning approach was introduced in [3] to perform subtype ischemic stroke classification. The designed approach performed the feature selection and prediction in medical data. However, the computational complexity was not minimized by designed approach.

The regularization terms were combined with the standard cross-entropy loss function in [4] to reduce the false positive and false negative predictions. The main objective was to diagnosis the stroke within one year of patient last results or medical diagnoses. But, the computational complexity was not minimized [19]. The custom regularization terms had positive effect on the training process. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Based Decision Tree was constructed in [5] to perform different stroke disease diagnosis. Hamming Distance determine the difference between values on similar variable. Intuitionistic fuzzy based decision tree presented large amount of information to stakeholders and utilized the linguistic terms for obscurity, ambiguity, and hesitation in human perception. However, the false positive rate was not minimized by Intuitionistic Fuzzy Based Decision Tree. ASPECTS correlation was carried out in [6] with mortality and morbidity in patients in acute middle cerebral artery territory infarction for determining cutoff value of ASPECTS to predict the results. But, the feature selection process was not carried out for efficient stroke disease prediction.

An intelligent system was introduced in [7] to forecast the stroke risk in rapid manner. The designed system predicted the stroke risk rate depending on fuzzy cognitive map and nonlinear Hebbian learning algorithm. However, the time complexity was not minimized by intelligent system. The machine learning techniques like logistic regression, support vector machine, random forest classifier, extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) and fully connected deep neural network were developed in [8] for performing the prediction. The designed techniques were evaluated through area under curve of receiver operating characteristic on testing data. But, the stroke disease prediction accuracy was not improved by machine learning techniques.

A new prototype was introduced in [9] to categorize the stroke with help of text mining tools and machine learning algorithms. Machine learning was essential one in different areas such as surveillance, medicine and data management. But, the computational cost was not reduced. A stroke prediction system was introduced in [10] to identify the stroke with artificial intelligence (AI). Machine learning and deep learning techniques were introduced with collected data[20]. The essential features were extracted and prediction results were obtained depending on everyday activities. However, the time consumption for stroke prediction was not minimized at the required level.

The multiple cardiovascular and metabolic advantages were discussed in [11] with lifestyle behaviors changes like diet, physical movement, smoking cessation and alcohol consumption. Health
behavior theories were evaluated to identify the behavioral and cognitive skills for health care management. However, the error rate was not minimized during the stroke prediction process. The radiomics were combined with clinical factors in cranial computed tomography (CT) in [12] to forecast ischemic strokes in patients with silent lacunar infarction (SLI). A least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) and cox regression analysis was carried out to choose the prognostic factors depending on ModelC with clinical factors. But, the computational complexity was not reduced.

The above mentioned existing techniques experienced many issues such as lesser feature extraction accuracy, higher time consumption, higher false positive rate, higher computational complexity, higher computational cost, lesser prediction accuracy, etc. In order to address these problems, MSFSSDNC Method is introduced in this article.

The main contribution of the work is given as:

- The objective of MSFSSDNC Method is to perform efficient stroke disease prediction with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption. MSFSSDNC Method collects the input patient data and performs Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection.
- Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection selects the relevant features with important risk factors that influence the stroke disease. Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection reduces the overfitting problems and increases the classification ability of MSFSSDNC Method to attain enhanced stroke disease prediction results.
- MSFSSDNC Method employed the softsign activation function for classifying the patient data for performing the stroke disease diagnosis. Finally, the obtained results are transmitted to the output layer. This in turn helps to improve the stroke disease diagnosis performance.

The rest of the paper is structured as: In Section 2, proposed methodology is explained with the neat architecture diagram. In Section 3, experimental settings are described and the performance result of MSFSSDNC Method is explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows the conclusion of the paper.

2. METHODOLOGY

Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification (MSFSSDNC) Method is introduced for stroke disease prediction with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption. The MSFSSDNC Method combined the Motyka Similarity Index and Deep Learning Classifier. Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection is used in MSFSSDNC Method to identify the important risk factors that influence the stroke disease with minimal time complexity. Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection minimizes the overfitting issues and increases the classification ability of MSFSSDNC Method to obtain better stroke disease prediction results. MSFSSDNC Method used softsign activation function to reduce the false positive rate of stroke disease diagnosis. This helps MSFSSDNC Method to attain improved softsign activation function performance as compared to state-of-the-art works. The architecture diagram of the MSFSSDNC Method is illustrated in above Figure 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall process of MSFSSDNC Method to obtain enhanced accuracy for stroke disease diagnosis with less number of risk factors. As illustrated in the above figure, the MSFSSDNC Method initially collects the medical data (i.e. Stroke prediction dataset) as input. The dataset includes the huge number of patient data ‘Pad₁, Pad₂…Padₙ’ and their features ‘f₁, f₂…fₘ’. The objective of MSFSSDNC Method is to identify the presence of stroke disease accurately with less number of features. Motyka Similarity Index used to select the relevant features for performing classification. Finally, Softsign activation function is used to identify stroke disease with higher accuracy. The detailed processes of MSFSSDNC Method are described in below subsections.

Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification Method

Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification (MSFSSDNC) Method is introduced for stroke disease prediction with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption. GFLDFSSDNC Method comprises the four layers, namely one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer for performing stroke disease prediction process. The structure of deep learning classifier is illustrated in figure 2.
The structure comprises multiple layers and the neurons like the nodes as shown in figure 2. In the Connectedness neural network, the nodes in one layer are connected to another layer and form the entire network. Let us consider the relevant features of patient data are considered as input and given to the input layer. The input of MSFSSDNC Method is denoted as ‘Pad$_1$, Pad$_2$,.. Pad$_n$’ where ‘n’ denotes the total number of patient data. In input layer, the weight and bias are employed in MSFSSDNC Method. At starting, the weight is initialized and gets updated for every training error. The weights are represented by ‘$w_i$, $w_{ih}, w_{hh}$ and $w_{ho}$’. A bias neuron is used to identify the decision boundary to partition into normal data and abnormal data based on input patient data. Bias trained the algorithm faster with better quality. The input layer result is attained as,

$$\text{Input} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Pad}_i \times w_i + \text{bias} \quad (1)$$

From (1), ‘Pad$_i$’ denotes the patient data with the relevant feature. ‘$w_i$’ symbolizes initial weight allocated at the input layer. After that, the input layer result is transmitted to the hidden layer 1. Consequently, the MSFSSDNC Method chooses the subset of relevant features from input medical dataset. The Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection minimizes data dimensionality through removing the redundant features for stroke disease prediction with higher accuracy. In MSFSSDNC Method, Motyka Similarity Index is used to identify the correlation between features and stroke symptoms[18]. The diagrammatic representation of Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection is illustrated in figure 3.
Figure 3 Motyka Similarity Index Feature Selection Process

From figure 3, the MSFSSDNC Method initially measures the Motyka Similarity Index for each medical feature in a given dataset. From that, the Motyka Similarity Index between features and stroke symptoms is determined as,

\[ MSI(Pad_i, Sym_i) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \min(x_i, y_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i + y_i} \]  

(2)

From (2) ‘Pad_i’ represent the patient data with a number of features ‘f_j = f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m’ whereas ‘Sym_i’ denotes the number of symptom features related to tumor disease. ‘x’ symbolize the number of features in both ‘Pad_i’ and ‘Sym_i’, ‘y’ denote the number of features in patient data ‘Pad_i’ but not takes place in ‘Sym_i’. The output of Motyka Similarity Index ranges from 0 to 1. When the similarity values lies between ‘0.5 to 1’, it is considered as the relevant features. Otherwise, it is considered as the irrelevant features. From the result value, the features with higher Motyka Similarity Index value are considered as more relevant to perform the stroke disease prediction. After that, the relevant features are sent to the hidden layer 2. In hidden layer 2, a softsign activation function is used to identify the classification results for patient transaction data. The softsign activation function ‘SAF’ is given by,

\[ SAF = \frac{MSI(Pad_i, Sym_i)}{1+|MSI(Pad_i, Sym_i)|} \]  

(3)
From (3), the ‘SAF’ varies from the value $-1$ to $+1$. When the ‘SAF’ value lies between ‘0 to 1’, then the patient data is considered as the normal patient data. When the ‘SAF’ value lies between ‘$-1$ to $0$’, then the patient data is considered as the abnormal patient data. The result obtained at the hidden layer is given as,

\[
0 < \text{SAF} < 1 \rightarrow \text{Normal Patient data} \\
-1 < \text{SAF} < 0 \rightarrow \text{Abnormal Patient data}
\]

Where, \( \text{Hidden Layer} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Input} \times w_i + [w_{ih} \times \text{MSI}(\text{Pad}_i, \text{Sym}_i)] + [w_{hh} \times \text{SAF}] \) \quad (4)

\[
\text{Hidden Layer} = \begin{cases} 
0 < \text{SAF} < 1 & \rightarrow \text{Normal Patient data} \\
-1 < \text{SAF} < 0 & \rightarrow \text{Abnormal Patient data}
\end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

From (4) and (5), ‘\( w_{ih} \)’ denotes the weight allocated between input layer and hidden layer. The hidden layer results are sent to the output layer. An output layer displays the classification output for every input patient data. The output layer result is given as,

\[
\text{Output layer} = w_{ho} \times \text{Hidden layer} \quad (6)
\]

From (6), ‘\( w_{ho} \)’ denotes the weight assigned between the hidden layer and output layer. The algorithmic description of Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification for stroke disease prediction is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Patient data ‘( \text{Pad}_1, \text{Pad}_2, \ldots, \text{Pad}_n )’ with their features ‘( f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m )’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Improved stroke disease prediction performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1:</strong> Begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2:</strong> Initialize number of patient data with their features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 3:</strong> For each patient data ‘( \text{Pad}_i )’ at input layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 4:</strong> The input layer transmits patient data to the hidden layer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 5:</strong> Hidden layer 1 selects the relevant features and transmit to the hidden layer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 6:</strong> Hidden layer 2 computes softsign activation function with selected features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 7:</strong> The output layer displays the patient data is normal patient data or abnormal patient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 8:</strong> end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 9:</strong> end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification Algorithm

Algorithm 1 describes the algorithmic process of Motyka Similar Feature Selected Softsign Deep Neural Classification for stroke disease diagnosis with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption. The number of patient data is taken as input at the input layer. The input layer transmits the patient data to the hidden layer 1. Hidden layer 1 selects the relevant features and transmitted to the hidden layer 2. After that, hidden layer 2 determines the softsign activation function with the selected features. Finally in output layer, the stroke disease prediction result (i.e., normal data or abnormal data) is displayed. By this way, MSFSSDNC Method efficiently identifies the stroke disease with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

In order to evaluate the performance results of proposed MSFSSDNC Method is implemented in Java language with aid of Stroke Prediction Dataset. Stroke Prediction Dataset [13] is obtained from Kaggle to conduct the experimental process. Stroke Prediction Dataset comprises 12 attributes and 5110 patient data. The attribute information of the input dataset are id, gender, age, hypertension, heart_disease, ever_married, work_type, residence_type, avg_glucose_level, bmi, smoking_status and stroke presence or absense. For experimental process, the MSFSSDNC Method considers the different number of patient data in the range of 500-5000 from dataset [17]. The performance of the MSFSSDNC Method is measured in terms of prediction accuracy, prediction time and false positive rate. MSFSSDNC Method is compared with existing Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2]. The experimental processes of MSFSSDNC Method are carried out with ten different instances for diverse number of patient data and results are shown in below table and graph.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

In this part, the performance result of the proposed MSFSSDNC Method and existing techniques are discussed. The effectiveness of the MSFSSDNC Method is explained with table and graph using parameters such as prediction accuracy, prediction time and false positive rate.

4.1 Performance Measure of Prediction Accuracy

Prediction accuracy ‘PreAcc’ is defined as the ratio of number of patient data that accurately classified as normal patient data or abnormal patient data to the total number of patient data. The prediction accuracy is computed as,

\[
\text{PreAcc} = \frac{\text{Number of patient data that accurately classified}}{\text{Total number of patient data}} \times 100
\]  

(7)

From (7), the prediction accuracy is computed. The prediction accuracy is measured in terms of percentages (%). The experimental values of prediction accuracy are shown in table 1 and figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patient data (Number)</th>
<th>Prediction Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Tabulation for Prediction Accuracy
Table 1 and Figure 4 shows the impact of prediction accuracy for different number of patient data in the range of 50-500 using three methods namely existing Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2] and proposed MSFSSDNC Method. As discussed in the figure, the prediction accuracy of proposed MSFSSDNC Method is higher when compared to Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2]. This is due to the application of Motyka Similarity Index and Softsign activation function in proposed MSFSSDNC Method on the contrary to existing works. By using Motyka Similarity Index, proposed MSFSSDNC Method selects the relevant features from the patient data in input dataset with enhanced accuracy [16]. Then, MSFSSDNC Method classified the patient data through using softsign activation function. This helps the proposed MSFSSDNC Method to improve the ratio of number of patient data that are correctly classified as normal patient data when compared to conventional works. Hence, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method attain improved prediction accuracy by 12% when compared to Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and 6% when compared to novel rough-set based technique [2].

4.2 Performance Measure of Prediction Time
Prediction Time ‘\( \text{Pre}_{\text{Time}} \)’ is defined as the amount of time taken for predicting the stroke disease. It is defined as the product of number of patient data and time consumed for predicting one patient data. Consequently, the prediction time is formulated as,

\[
\text{Pre}_{\text{Time}} = n \times \text{time for predicting one data}
\]  

(8)
From (8), ‘n’ represent the number of data. The prediction time is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). The experimental values of prediction time are shown in table 2 and figure 5.

**Table 2 Tabulation for Prediction Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patient data (Number)</th>
<th>Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology</th>
<th>Novel Rough-Set Based Technique</th>
<th>Proposed MSFSSDNC Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5 Measurement of Prediction Time**

Table 2 and Figure 5 illustrates the impact of prediction time for various number of patient data in range of 50-500 using three methods namely existing Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2] and proposed MSFSSDNC Method. As illustrated in the figure, proposed MSFSSDNC Method consumes higher prediction time while increasing the number of patient data when compared to Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2].
set based technique [2]. In addition, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method consumed lesser time than other conventional methods. This is due to the application of Motyka Similarity Index and Softsign activation function in proposed MSFSSDNC Method. By using the Motyka Similarity Index, MSFSSDNC Method chooses the relevant features from patient data. After that, MSFSSDNC Method categorized the patient data by softsign activation function. By this way, proposed MSFSSDNC Method reduces the time consumption for correctly classifying the patient data as normal patient data when compared to conventional works. Hence, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method consumed lesser prediction time by 31% when compared to Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and 17% when compared to novel rough-set based technique [2].

4.3 Performance Measure of False Positive Rate
False positive rate is defined as the ratio of number of patient data that incorrectly classified as normal patient data or abnormal patient data to the total number of patient data. It is formulated as,

$$\text{False Positive Rate} = \frac{\text{Number of patient data that accurately classified}}{\text{Total number of patient data}} \times 100 \quad (9)$$

From (9), ‘False Positive Rate’ represent the false positive rate. It is measured in terms of percentage (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patient data (Number)</th>
<th>Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology</th>
<th>Novel Rough-Set Based Technique</th>
<th>Proposed MSFSSDNC Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 and Figure 6 shows the impact of false positive rate for different number of patient data in range of 50-500 using three techniques namely existing Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and novel rough-set based technique [2] and proposed MSFSSDNC Method. As described in figure, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method consumed lesser false positive rate when compared to other conventional methods. This is due to the use of Motyka Similarity Index and Softsign activation function in proposed MSFSSDNC Method. With Motyka Similarity Index, MSFSSDNC Method selects the relevant features from patient data. After that, MSFSSDNC Method classified the patient data by softsign activation function in accurate manner. This in turn helps MSFSSDNC Method to minimize the false positive rate during stroke disease prediction when compared to conventional works. Therefore, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method attained lesser false positive rate by 56% when compared to Detecting Risk Factor of Stroke Disease (DRFS) methodology [1] and 39% when compared to novel rough-set based technique [2;1].

5. CONCLUSION

The MSFSSDNC Method is designed with the aim of improving the stroke disease prediction performance with higher accuracy and lesser time consumption when considering patient data as input. The aim of MSFSSDNC Method is attained with the support of Motyka Similarity Index and Softsign activation function [14]. The proposed MSFSSDNC Method increases the ratio of a number of patient data that correctly predict the stroke disease with help of motyka similarity index feature selection as compared to conventional works. In addition, the proposed MSFSSDNC Method reduces the false positive rate with the help of Softsign activation function. Therefore, MSFSSDNC Method gives better performance in terms of stroke disease prediction accuracy, prediction time and false positive rate as compared to traditional algorithms. The experimental result shows that MSFSSDNC Method presents better performance with an enhancement of prediction accuracy and reduction of prediction time as compared to state-of-the-art works.
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